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Principal’s Report

Frankston Primary School Victorian State School Spectacular 2016
Our 20 students and teachers involved in the 2016 Victorian State School Spectacular spent all day yesterday and today rehearsing at Hi-Sense Arena and are very excited about their performances tomorrow. They will be performing at Hi-Sense Arena and have been working very hard to be ready for the show. The performances will air on TV on Channel 7 later in the year! Wishing our students all the best for their two performances. We know they will have a wonderful show and will remember the event for a long time to come. A big thank you to Mrs Grage-Moore for the many hours of rehearsal time that you have put in and for Mrs Wilson, Mrs Major and Miss Hailey for your assistance.

Father’s Day Sports Afternoon
Thanks to all of the fathers and grandfathers that turned up last Monday for our Father’s Day celebration. We had a terrific turn out with approximately 80 parents / grandparents attending. There were 10 tabloid sports activities set up on the oval and our parents and children rotated through each of these. Everyone seemed to enjoy themselves and there were big smiles from both children and adults across all activities. That is with the exception of the Tug of War, where we had grimaces rather than smiles as each side strained hard to pull the other side over the line. There were of course smiles at the end and lots of hand shaking when one of the sides was the winner. We all enjoyed a sausage or two and a bit of a catch up with all of the dads at the end.

Market Day
Our year 5 and 6 students are hosting their Market Day next Wednesday 14th September. A separate note about the event was sent out earlier this week. Parents are most welcome to come along between 2:30pm and 3:30pm to purchase as well.

Second Hand Uniform / Swap Day
As part of the Market Day we will also be setting up our Second Hand Uniform / Swap stall. This will be the second time this year we will run this stall. You might like to donate any clean uniforms you have outgrown as a fundraiser, or you might like to swap uniforms with other parents. You can also sell your uniforms to other parents but you have to be present for this. We are hoping that parents will take advantage of this service next Wednesday 14th between 3:00pm and 3:30pm

Canteen Menu for the Week
Thursday only this week, due to the market day
Two fruits and Yoghurt $2

Have a good weekend everyone, hope your team does well if they are in the finals this week.

Morry Rubinstein (Principal)